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ART Publishing House, Kharkiv Ukraine
Contact person: Kateryna Natidze, e-mail: kateryna.natidze@ranok.com.ua

https://www.ranok.com.ua/

LABYRINTHS (SERIES)

The “Labyrinth” series is an unusual way to practice counting and learning 
new English words. 

The task is to complete a maze by solving different exercises or by finding 
a required object and naming it in English. The series helps to develop 
counting and speaking skills.

2021
8 pages
age 6+
EDUCATION / Schools / Levels / 
Early Childhood (incl. Preschool & 
Kindergarten)

Contact to all languages: 
Kateryna Natidze, e-mail: kateryna.natidze@ranok.com.ua

Titles in a series:

• Mathematics. 1 to 10.
• Mathematics. 1 to 100.
• English. 150 words.



ART Publishing House, Kharkiv Ukraine
Contact person: Kateryna Natidze, e-mail: kateryna.natidze@ranok.com.ua

https://www.ranok.com.ua/

EDUCATION

LABYRINTHS – PATHS (SERIES)

Each title has labyrinths and paths that help a child to improve his/her fine 
motor skills, spatial orientation and the ability to focus on completing tasks.

2021
16 pages
age 4+
EDUCATION / Schools / Levels / 
Early Childhood (incl. Preschool & 
Kindergarten)

Contact to all languages: 
Kateryna Natidze, e-mail: kateryna.natidze@ranok.com.ua

Titles in a series:

• Labyrinths-paths. Training writing skills.
• Labyrinths-hide-and-seeks. Concentration training.



ART Publishing House, Kharkiv Ukraine
Contact person: Kateryna Natidze, e-mail: kateryna.natidze@ranok.com.ua

https://www.ranok.com.ua/

EDUCATION

ENCYCLOPEDIA-COMICS
by Kateryna Trofymova, illustrated by Svitlana Tykhova

A mix of encyclopedia and comics!
Learning mathematics is twice as interesting now, because a cool cat-
superhero is going to talk about it!
“Encyclopedias-comics” includes:
• interesting facts about the past and present of mathematical science;
• mathematical tasks from the Supercat;
• simple texts that a child can read on his or her own.
“Encyclopedias-comics” proves that science is trendy!

2019
32 pages
age 7+
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Comics & 
Graphic Novels / Science & Nature

Contact to all languages: 
Kateryna Natidze, e-mail: kateryna.natidze@ranok.com.ua



ART Publishing House, Kharkiv Ukraine
Contact person: Kateryna Natidze, e-mail: kateryna.natidze@ranok.com.ua

https://www.ranok.com.ua/

EDUCATION

PHYSICS IN NATURE
by Natalia Musienko, illustrated by Yulianna Hrytsenko

Physics in Nature is a comics about phenomena in nature.
The main character is an alien, named Fox.

Once he found himself on Earth and he had no clue what has happened 
and what’s going around. But luckily he met Nick, Max, and Meerah who 
became his new friends. Together, they decided to find out more about 
phenomena such as gravitation, tornados, a rainbow and optical refraction, 
cloud creation, and lots of other scientific things.

Friends travelled around the world, they visited Alaska and learned about 
Polar Lights and the friction force; they travelled to Sahara and got to know 
about oasis and sandstorms, etc. Having learned a lot about the Earth’s 
natural phenomena, Fox came back to his dimension.

2019
32 pages
age 8+
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Comics & 
Graphic Novels / Science & Nature

Contact to all languages: 
Kateryna Natidze, e-mail: kateryna.natidze@ranok.com.ua

The English fragment translation is available

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fJlLwvYPhpy3C2UUCaDwXzfWs8KjG69u/view?usp=sharing


ART Publishing House, Kharkiv Ukraine
Contact person: Kateryna Natidze, e-mail: kateryna.natidze@ranok.com.ua

https://www.ranok.com.ua/

EDUCATION

SCIENCE FOR KIDS (SERIES)
by Alyona Puliaeva, Alyona Leonidova, O. Silakova,  
illustrated by Oleksandra Yarmolenko, Natalia Boldyreva, 

What makes children be scared of books? Too complicated texts. The books 
of the “Science for Kids” series explain everything in an easy manner.

Can science be fun for young students? Our team is convinced that it can! 
It is only necessary to:
1. Provide information with the help of a picture.
2. Make sure that the text is clear.
So, interesting science is simple, comprehensible and funny.

Rights sold to Bulgarian language (the Biology title)
2019
32 pages
age 6+
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Science & 
Nature / General

Contact to all languages: 
Kateryna Natidze, e-mail: kateryna.natidze@ranok.com.ua

Titles in a series:

• Biology
• Geography
• Language and Communication
• History



ART Publishing House, Kharkiv Ukraine
Contact person: Kateryna Natidze, e-mail: kateryna.natidze@ranok.com.ua

https://www.ranok.com.ua/

EDUCATION

PRESCHOOL MATH ACTIVITIES

All preschool mathematics is gathered in this collection! Most tasks have 
examples so that a child can easily work independently. Exercises in the 
activity book are set on a simple-to-complex basis. The book contains tasks 
with the elements of applique’ works and drawing, and therefore it will be 
definitely exciting to study!

2018
80 pages
age 4+
EDUCATION / Schools / Levels / 
Early Childhood (incl. Preschool & 
Kindergarten)

Contact to all languages: 
Kateryna Natidze, e-mail: kateryna.natidze@ranok.com.ua

Rights sold to Turkish language



ART Publishing House, Kharkiv Ukraine
Contact person: Kateryna Natidze, e-mail: kateryna.natidze@ranok.com.ua

https://www.ranok.com.ua/

EDUCATION

PRESCHOOL ENGLISH ACTIVITIES

It’s a great pleasure to learn English with the “Preschool English Activities” 
book! A child will learn new words and phrases while playing, cutting and 
glueing! Each notebook has a vocabulary. Audio is available via QR code.

2018
64 pages
age 4+
EDUCATION / Schools / Levels / 
Early Childhood (incl. Preschool & 
Kindergarten)

Rights sold to Turkish language

Contact to all languages: 
Kateryna Natidze, e-mail: kateryna.natidze@ranok.com.ua



EDUCATION 

OUTSTANDING  UKRAINIANS. COOL ABC SERIES 
by Antonina Makarevych 

Today, the attention of the whole world is riveted to Ukraine. Millions of people 
in all corners of our planet are helping Ukrainians achieve victory in the war 
that Russia unleashed to seize Ukrainian lands and kill the Ukrainian people. 
So, it's time for little citizens from different countries to learn about Ukraine, its 
history and the present day. Books for reading in elementary school, included 
in the Cool ABC series of the Litera LTD Publishing House, will help to do this. 

This publication is about Ukrainian men and women who have achieved great 
success in their field and glorified not only themselves but also our country. 
They lived at different times, came from different families, had different 
educations, worked in the different fields. They even could not be born in 
Ukraine. However, they all are united by Ukraine. 

We selected 30 men and 30 women. A symbolic number, because the book 
was published on the 30th anniversary of the restoration of Ukraine's 
independence. 

The book is for primary school pupils, their teachers and parents. 

Rights available for all languages 

About the Author 

Antonina MAKAREVYCH 

PhD in History, history teacher, author of manuals and textbooks 
on the history of Ukraine.  

Contact to all languages: 

Serhii Makarevych  litera.makarevich@gmail.com 

Litera LTD Publishing House, Kyiv, Ukraine. Phone +38 044 456 40 21. Contact person: Serhii Makarevych.
e-mail: info@litera-ltd.com.ua    http://www.litera-ltd.com.ua 

2021 
32 pages 

EDUCATION / Schools / Levels / 
Elementary 
Rights held: World 

Open demo version 

https://e-litera.com.ua/upload/directory/klasna-abetka/klasna-abetka-vydatni-ukrinci.pdf


EDUCATION 

UKRAINE. THE STATE. COOL ABC SERIES 
by Antonina Makarevych 

Today, the attention of the whole world is riveted to Ukraine. Millions of people 
in all corners of our planet are helping Ukrainians achieve victory in the war 
that Russia unleashed to seize Ukrainian lands and kill the Ukrainian people. 
So, it's time for little citizens from different countries to learn about Ukraine, its 
history and the present day. Books for reading in elementary school, included 
in the Cool ABC series of the Litera LTD Publishing House, will help to do this. 

The publication contains short interesting texts about independent Ukraine and 
tasks. The key concepts are arranged alphabetically.  

The book tells what the state is, who can become a Parliament deputy or the 
President, who are the citizens and our defenders, why the flag of Ukraine is 
blue and yellow, when the name "Ukraine" first appeared, who wrote the 
anthem of our state and so on. 

The book is for primary school pupils, their teachers and parents. 

Rights available for all languages 

About the Author 

Antonina MAKAREVYCH 
PhD in History, history teacher, author of manuals and textbooks 
on the history of Ukraine.  

Contact to all languages: 
Serhii Makarevych  litera.makarevich@gmail.com 

Litera LTD Publishing House, Kyiv, Ukraine. Phone +38 044 456 40 21. Contact person: Serhii Makarevych. 
e-mail: info@litera-ltd.com.ua    http://www.litera-ltd.com.ua 

2021 
32 pages 

EDUCATION / Schools / Levels / 
Elementary 
Rights held: World 

Open demo version 

https://e-litera.com.ua/upload/directory/klasna-abetka/klasna-abetka-nasha-derzhava.pdf


EDUCATION 

UKRAINIAN FOLK SYMBOLS. COOL ABC SERIES 
by Olena Radzyvill 

Today, the attention of the whole world is riveted to Ukraine. Millions of 
people in all corners of our planet are helping Ukrainians achieve victory in 
the war that Russia unleashed to seize Ukrainian lands and kill the Ukrainian 
people. So, it's time for little citizens from different countries to learn about 
Ukraine, its history and the present day. Books for reading in elementary 
school, included in the Cool ABC series of the Litera LTD Publishing House, 
will help to do this. 

If you want to know the Ukrainian people, understand their soul, feel their 
character, you should take an interest in their symbols. Where do Ukrainians 
get their incredible resilience, courage, and toughness? What their native 
land means for them? What forces protect and support Ukrainians, help them 
win the fiercest battles? All this can be learned by plunging into the world of 
Ukrainian folk symbols, ancient and modern. The book "Ukrainian Folk 
Symbols" also tells you about the symbols of other peoples, for which Ukraine 
has long been the Motherland. 

Interesting questions and tasks will help to check up the reading 
comprehension. 

The book is for primary school pupils, their teachers and parents. 

Rights available for all languages 

About the Author 

Olena RADZYVILL 

Professional historian, museum specialist, editor of educational, scholarly and fiction 

literature. Author of numerous scholarly publications and educational tutorials.  

A quarter century experience in creation of textbooks.  

Contact to all languages: 

Serhii Makarevych  litera.makarevich@gmail.com 

Litera LTD Publishing House, Kyiv, Ukraine. Phone +38 044 456 40 21. Contact person: Serhii Makarevych. 
e-mail: info@litera-ltd.com.ua    http://www.litera-ltd.com.ua 

2021 
32 pages 

EDUCATION / Schools / Levels / 
Elementary 
Rights held: World 

Open demo version 

https://e-litera.com.ua/upload/directory/klasna-abetka/klasna-abetka-narodni-symvoly.pdf


EDUCATION 

CASTLES AND FORTRESSES OF UKRAINE. COOL ABC SERIES 
by Olena Radzyvill 

Today, the attention of the whole world is riveted to Ukraine. Millions of people 
in all corners of our planet are helping Ukrainians achieve victory in the war 
that Russia unleashed to seize Ukrainian lands and kill the Ukrainian people. 
So, it's time for little citizens from different countries to learn about Ukraine, its 
history and the present day. Books for reading in elementary school, included 
in the Cool ABC series of the Litera LTD Publishing House, will help to do this. 

Ukraine is a large and beautiful country in Eastern Europe with picturesque 
nature and ancient history. The majestic landmarks of ancient and modern 
times are numerous castles and fortresses that have fled on our territory from 
the Crimea and Odesa region to Polissya, Volyn and Transcarpathia. The 
book "Castles and Fortresses of Ukraine" tells about them interestingly and 
accessibly. 

Interesting questions and tasks will help to check up the reading 
comprehension. 

The book is for primary school pupils, their teachers and parents. 

Rights available for all languages 

About the Author 

Olena RADZYVILL 

Professional historian, museum specialist, editor of educational, scholarly and fiction 

literature. Author of numerous scholarly publications and educational tutorials.  

A quarter century experience in creation of textbooks.  

Contact to all languages: 

Serhii Makarevych  litera.makarevich@gmail.com 

Litera LTD Publishing House, Kyiv, Ukraine. Phone +38 044 456 40 21. Contact person: Serhii Makarevych. 
e-mail: info@litera-ltd.com.ua    http://www.litera-ltd.com.ua 

2021 
32 pages 

EDUCATION / Schools / Levels / 
Elementary 
Rights held: World 

Open demo version 

https://e-litera.com.ua/upload/directory/klasna-abetka/klasna-abetka-zamky.pdf


EDUCATION

On the Farm  
(kid’s book with windows)
Eugenia Novospas’ka, Olena Ivanova, Tetiana Iarova

Babies have hundreds of questions about 
what surrounds them. Why is everything 
arranged this way? What is it and why? Why, 
how, when? Open the window. Find. Find out. 
Develop. For children from 2 to 5 years.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhka-dlja-maljukiv-z-vikontsamy/knyzhka-z-vikontsiamy-na-fermi
https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhka-dlja-maljukiv-z-vikontsamy/knyzhka-z-vikontsiamy-na-fermi
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

About Everything  
in the World  
(kid’s book with windows)
Eugenia Novospas’ka, Olena Ivanova, Tetiana Iarova

Babies have hundreds of questions about 
what surrounds them. Why is everything 
arranged this way? What is it and why? Why, 
how, when? Open the window. Find. Find out. 
Develop. For children from 2 to 5 years.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhka-dlja-maljukiv-z-vikontsamy/knyzhka-z-vikontsiamy-pro-vse-na-sviti
https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhka-dlja-maljukiv-z-vikontsamy/knyzhka-z-vikontsiamy-pro-vse-na-sviti
https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhka-dlja-maljukiv-z-vikontsamy/knyzhka-z-vikontsiamy-pro-vse-na-sviti
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

In the Forest  
(kid’s book with windows)
Eugenia Novospas’ka, Olena Ivanova, Tetiana Iarova

Babies have hundreds of questions about 
what surrounds them. Why is everything 
arranged this way? What is it and why? Why, 
how, when? Open the window. Find. Find out. 
Develop. For children from 2 to 5 years.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhka-dlja-maljukiv-z-vikontsamy/knyzhka-z-vikontsiamy-u-lisi
https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhka-dlja-maljukiv-z-vikontsamy/knyzhka-z-vikontsiamy-u-lisi
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Favorite Animals  
(kid’s book with windows)
Eugenia Novospas’ka, Olena Ivanova, Tetiana Iarova

Babies have hundreds of questions about 
what surrounds them. Why is everything 
arranged this way? What is it and why? Why, 
how, when? Open the window. Find. Find out. 
Develop. For children from 2 to 5 years.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhka-dlja-maljukiv-z-vikontsamy/knyzhka-z-vikontsiamy-uliubleni-tvaryny
https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhka-dlja-maljukiv-z-vikontsamy/knyzhka-z-vikontsiamy-uliubleni-tvaryny
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

We Learn to Draw
Maria Karmanova (no text)

The book “Learning to Draw” is a great start 
for all children who want to draw. With the 
help of paints and their own fingers, they can 
make pictures. This is a simple step-by-step 
instruction that will make drawing interesting 
and fun. For children from 2 years and their 
parents.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/funny-start/funny-start-learn-to-draw
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Cars  
(5 puzzles)

Our book presents puzzles of children’s 
favorite wheelbarrows: bus, truck, tractor, 
trolleybus and motor ship. All five puzzles 
of different complexity — from three to nine 
elements!

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/puzzles-for-youngest/puzzle-cool-cars-car
https://pegas.ua/series/puzzles-for-youngest/puzzle-cool-cars-car
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Great Encyclopedia of 
Chomusyk (Curious Child)  
in Questions and Answers
Hanna Logvinkova

“The Great Encyclopedia of Chomusyk” is 
174 questions divided into 9 topics: animals, 
plants, man, space, Earth, interesting about 
ordinary things, transport, traveling the world, 
history. This is a magic wand for parents, 
educators and teachers of curious children of 
preschool and primary school age.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
224 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/podarunkova-entsyklopediya/big-whykid
https://pegas.ua/series/podarunkova-entsyklopediya/big-whykid
https://pegas.ua/series/podarunkova-entsyklopediya/big-whykid
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Great Encyclopedia for 
Children
Iulia Pechers’kyh, Natalia Bershova, Hanna Logvinkova

“About animals and plants, mysteries of the 
human body, traditions of different peoples, 
highlights of urban landscapes and corners 
of nature, space. All this in the form of 
interesting questions and answers on the 
pages of the Great Children’s Encyclopedia, 
created for young Chomusyks. 
And also young researchers will be interested 
in simple experiments that can be safely 
carried out at home alone or with friends. 
Much attention is also paid to environmental 
issues, care for the planet’s resources.”

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
224 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/podarunkova-entsyklopediya/velyka-dytiacha-entsyklopediia-u-zapytanniakh-i-vidpovidiakh
https://pegas.ua/series/podarunkova-entsyklopediya/velyka-dytiacha-entsyklopediia-u-zapytanniakh-i-vidpovidiakh
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Great Encyclopedia for Girls
Olena Grinevich, Hanna Logvinkova, Kamila Agisheva, 
Natalia Latushko, Natalia Tomashevs’ka,  
Eugenia Novospas’ka

This encyclopedia will tell the girl how to 
always be healthy, energetic and attractive; 
how to become successful, and therefore 
choose and be able to achieve the right, true 
goals in life; how to behave in society, family, 
team, so that you are respected, valued and 
... admired! The book is designed for girls 
8-10 years.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
224 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/podarunkova-entsyklopediya/velyka-entsyklopediya-dlya-divchatok
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Great Encyclopedia 
of Animals
Oleksandra Tsekhans’ka, Dmytro Strelkov,  
Olha Shapovalova

The encyclopedia introduces the young 
reader in detail to animals from all over the 
world - from ice-covered seas with beautiful 
northern lights to the sun-scorched African 
deserts. And because our planet is huge and 
diverse, the pages of our book present each 
continent with a characteristic animal world. 
For children of preschool and primary and 
secondary school age.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
224 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/gold-collection/big-animals-encyclopedia
https://pegas.ua/series/gold-collection/big-animals-encyclopedia
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Amazing Encyclopedia 
of Animals in Questions 
and Answers
Volodymyr Verkhoven’

Thanks to our encyclopedia you will be 
able to make a kind of journey through 
forests, steppes, mountains, fresh ponds 
and seas. Amazing, sober and formidable, 
and sometimes funny animals and birds, 
fish, reptiles and insects live everywhere. 
Unforgettable impressions of acquaintance 
with the fauna of the native planet are waiting 
for you.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
224 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/podarunkova-entsyklopediya/dyvovyzhna-entsyklopediya-pro-tvaryn
https://pegas.ua/series/podarunkova-entsyklopediya/dyvovyzhna-entsyklopediya-pro-tvaryn
https://pegas.ua/series/podarunkova-entsyklopediya/dyvovyzhna-entsyklopediya-pro-tvaryn
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

English. Dictionary 
in Pictures for Kids

This is a well-illustrated visual dictionary 
for preschoolers and elementary school 
students. The dictionary contains common 
vocabulary that people use in everyday 
life. All words in the visual dictionary are 
divided into 35 topics: my family, gender and 
age, body parts, holidays, weather, plants, 
vegetables and fruits, animals, transport and 
others. According to the thematic drawing, the 
little student will easily and quickly find the 
right word and its translation.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/english-for-kids/english-a4
https://pegas.ua/series/english-for-kids/english-a4
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Encyclopedia of Chomusyk 
(Encyclopedia for Curious 
Children)

Cognitive book for modern inquisitive 
children. In the most accessible form — 
questions and answers — an idea of the 
world around is given. “Space”, “Earth”, 
“Natural Phenomena”, “History” — sections 
of this encyclopedia. The publication is 
decorated with bright photos. The book is 
intended for junior high school students and 
smart preschoolers.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/smarty/vseznayka-enciklopedia-pochemuchki
https://pegas.ua/series/smarty/vseznayka-enciklopedia-pochemuchki
https://pegas.ua/series/smarty/vseznayka-enciklopedia-pochemuchki
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Little Smarties

The encyclopedia is compiled in the form 
of questions and answers specifically for 
inquisitive chums and their parents. Very 
often the questions of young intellectuals 
confuse adults. Not every adult will 
immediately explain to a child who painted 
the sky blue, why the water does not burn 
and where the sugar in the fruit comes from. 
Our book will come to the rescue. The book 
is decorated with bright photos, drawings 
and funny cartoons, so it will appeal to both 
schoolchildren and preschoolers.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/smarty/vseznayka-small-smarts
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Wonders of the World
Hanna Tetelman

“This encyclopedia will reveal to the reader 
not only the secrets of the seven wonders 
of the world, but also the secrets of the 
grandest ancient and modern buildings, as 
well as the amazing creations of nature on 
our planet Earth. The reader will also learn 
about unusual natural phenomena: the Great 
Barrier Reef, the Mariana Trench, Victoria 
Falls and many more.
The encyclopedia is intended for children of 
primary and secondary school age.”

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/smarty/all-known-amazing-wold
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Mathematics 2+
Olena Chala

A book on mathematics for preschoolers, 
which develops children’s logical thinking, 
attention and memory, spatial orientation, 
fine motor skills, imagination and language.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/pidgotovka-do-shkoly/matematyka-dlia-ditei-vid-2-rokiv
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Mathematics 3+
Olena Chala

A book on mathematics for preschoolers, 
which develops children’s logical thinking, 
attention and memory, spatial orientation, 
fine motor skills, imagination and language.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/pidgotovka-do-shkoly/matematyka-dlia-ditei-vid-3-rokiv
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Mathematics 4+
Olena Chala

A book on mathematics for preschoolers, 
which develops children’s logical thinking, 
attention and memory, spatial orientation, 
fine motor skills, imagination and language.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/pidgotovka-do-shkoly/matematyka-dlia-ditei-vid-4-rokiv
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Mathematics 5+
Olena Chala

A book on mathematics for preschoolers, 
which develops children’s logical thinking, 
attention and memory, spatial orientation, 
fine motor skills, imagination and language.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/pidgotovka-do-shkoly/matematyka-dlia-ditei-vid-5-rokiv
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Mathematics 6+
Olena Chala

A book on mathematics for preschoolers, 
which develops children’s logical thinking, 
attention and memory, spatial orientation, 
fine motor skills, imagination and language.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/pidgotovka-do-shkoly/matematyka-dlia-ditei-vid-6-rokiv
https://pegas.ua 


Moms and Kids 
(kid’s book with moving eyes)
Eugenia Novospas’ka

The bright book for children with moving 
eyes in the main characters will be the child’s 
favorite book. The books in this series have 
different themes, which are very informative, 
and the cheerful eyes of cars and animals 
will delight young readers. For children from 
2 years.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhky-z-ochenjatamy/mamy-ta-maliuky-knyzhky-z-ocheniatamy
https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhky-z-ochenjatamy/mamy-ta-maliuky-knyzhky-z-ocheniatamy
https://pegas.ua 


Cars  
(kid’s book with moving eyes)
Liubov Iakovenko

The bright book for children with moving 
eyes in the main characters will be the child’s 
favorite book. The books in this series have 
different themes, which are very informative, 
and the cheerful eyes of cars and animals 
will delight young readers. For children from 
2 years.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhky-z-ochenjatamy/mashynky
https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhky-z-ochenjatamy/mashynky
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Who is this? (bunny) 
(5 puzzles)

Fox, wolf, bear, bunny, hedgehog and other 
good animals are waiting for the baby, as 
well as funny poems and interesting tasks 
for attentiveness, cleverness and numbers. 
All five puzzles of different complexity — from 
three to nine elements!

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/puzzles-for-youngest/puzzle-who-is-it-bunny
https://pegas.ua/series/puzzles-for-youngest/puzzle-who-is-it-bunny
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Educational Stories
Olha Bratchuk

Novice readers are sure to enjoy interesting 
short stories about fairy-tale animals. Like a 
modern child, these animals communicate, 
make friends, sometimes capricious, listen 
to their parents, get into various adventures 
and seek answers to their many questions, 
learning about such a diverse world. Each 
hero has his own character, and perhaps one 
of the little ones recognizes himself in one of 
them. For the convenience and interest of the 
little reader to all fairy tales and stories, there 
are funny illustrations, the letters in the words 
are large, and the words themselves are 
emphasized.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/funny-start/povchalni-istorii-chytaiemo-samostiino
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Amazing Stories
Liubov Iakovenko

Has your child learned letters and is learning 
to read? But all the short folk tales are 
already familiar to him, and rough books 
are difficult to master? And to understand 
what you read, a child needs books with a 
small number of characters and dynamic 
developments ... So, this edition is the same 
one you are looking for. Stories and fairy tales 
here are small but fascinating, illustrations are 
interesting, letters are large, and words have 
accents.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/funny-start/dyvovyzhni-istorii-chytaiemo-samostiino
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Logic 2+
Olena Chala

A book for preschoolers, which develops 
children’s logical thinking, attention and 
memory, spatial orientation, fine motor skills, 
imagination and language.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/pidgotovka-do-shkoly/lohika-dlia-ditei-vid-2-rokiv
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Logic 3+
Olena Chala

A book for preschoolers, which develops 
children’s logical thinking, attention and 
memory, spatial orientation, fine motor skills, 
imagination and language.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/pidgotovka-do-shkoly/lohika-dlia-ditei-vid-3-rokiv
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Logic 4+
Olena Chala

A book for preschoolers, which develops 
children’s logical thinking, attention and 
memory, spatial orientation, fine motor skills, 
imagination and language.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/pidgotovka-do-shkoly/lohika-dlia-ditei-vid-4-rokiv
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Logic 5+
Olena Chala

A book for preschoolers, which develops 
children’s logical thinking, attention and 
memory, spatial orientation, fine motor skills, 
imagination and language.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/pidgotovka-do-shkoly/lohika-dlia-ditei-vid-5-rokiv
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Logic 6+
Olena Chala

A book for preschoolers, which develops 
children’s logical thinking, attention and 
memory, spatial orientation, fine motor skills, 
imagination and language.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/pidgotovka-do-shkoly/lohika-dlia-ditei-vid-6-rokiv
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Stickers for children  
(gnome)
Eugenia Novospas’ka

This educational book is for children from 
3 years old. Tasks for the development of 
logical and spatial thinking, attentiveness, 
memory, fine motor skills – all this “fits” 
into a bright 10 pages. The peculiarity 
and effectiveness of these tasks is that to 
perform them you need to actively “involve” 
55 reusable cardboard stickers. Crispboard 
is specially used for this purpose to make it 
easier for the child to work with stickers.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/stickers-for-kids/nalipky-maliukam-hnom
https://pegas.ua/series/stickers-for-kids/nalipky-maliukam-hnom


EDUCATION

Stickers for kids  
(dino)
Valeria Demidova

This educational book is for children from 
3 years old. Tasks for the development of 
logical and spatial thinking, attentiveness, 
memory, fine motor skills – all this “fits” 
into a bright 10 pages. The peculiarity 
and effectiveness of these tasks is that to 
perform them you need to actively “involve” 
55 reusable cardboard stickers. Crispboard 
is specially used for this purpose to make it 
easier for the child to work with stickers.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/stickers-for-kids/kids-sticker-dino
https://pegas.ua/series/stickers-for-kids/kids-sticker-dino


EDUCATION

Applications for boys 
(Tractor)

The application will promote the development 
of memory, speech and attention; 
development of fine motor skills; activation of 
attention. For children from 4 years.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/veseli-zaniattia/aplikatsii-khlopchykam-traktor
https://pegas.ua/series/veseli-zaniattia/aplikatsii-khlopchykam-traktor


EDUCATION

Forest animals (Bunny) 
applications

The application will promote the development 
of memory, speech and attention; 
development of fine motor skills; activation of 
attention. For children from 4 years.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/veseli-zaniattia/aplikatsii-lisovi-tvaryny-zaichyk
https://pegas.ua/series/veseli-zaniattia/aplikatsii-lisovi-tvaryny-zaichyk


EDUCATION

Cars (Collect the whole. 
Stickers)
Eugenia Novospas’ka

The book with developmental logic tasks has 
extremely bright, expressive and fascinating 
stickers. The child will be able to make a 
picture with the main character. The book has 
at least 10 characters and at least 30 tasks. 
For children from 3 to 6 years.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

http://pegas.ua/series/zbery-tsile/avtomobili-rozvyvalni-nalipky-z-lohichnymy-zavdanniamy
http://pegas.ua/series/zbery-tsile/avtomobili-rozvyvalni-nalipky-z-lohichnymy-zavdanniamy


EDUCATION

Dinosaurs (Collect the whole. 
Stickers)
Valeria Demidova

The book with developmental logic tasks has 
extremely bright, expressive and fascinating 
stickers. The child will be able to make a 
picture with the main character. The book has 
at least 10 characters and at least 30 tasks. 
For children from 3 to 6 years.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/zbery-tsile/dynozavry-rozvyvalni-nalipky-z-lohichnymy-zavdanniamy
https://pegas.ua/series/zbery-tsile/dynozavry-rozvyvalni-nalipky-z-lohichnymy-zavdanniamy


EDUCATION

Forest animals (Collect the 
whole. Stickers)
Eugenia Novospas’ka

The book with developmental logic tasks has 
extremely bright, expressive and fascinating 
stickers. The child will be able to make a 
picture with the main character. The book has 
at least 10 characters and at least 30 tasks. 
For children from 3 to 6 years.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/zbery-tsile/lisovi-tvarynyi-rozvyvalni-nalipky-z-lohichnymy-zavdanniamy
https://pegas.ua/series/zbery-tsile/lisovi-tvarynyi-rozvyvalni-nalipky-z-lohichnymy-zavdanniamy


EDUCATION

On the farm (Collect the 
whole. Stickers)
Eugenia Novospas’ka

The book with developmental logic tasks has 
extremely bright, expressive and fascinating 
stickers. The child will be able to make a 
picture with the main character. The book has 
at least 10 characters and at least 30 tasks. 
For children from 3 to 6 years.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/zbery-tsile/na-fermi-rozvyvalni-nalipky%20z-lohichnymy-zavdanniamy
https://pegas.ua/series/zbery-tsile/na-fermi-rozvyvalni-nalipky%20z-lohichnymy-zavdanniamy


EDUCATION

Snow White  
(Tales with stickers)
Valeria Demidova – assignment author

Stickers for baby upgrowth are one of 
the cool, useful, interesting hobbies that 
develop attention, outlook, imagination and 
logical thinking skills. The book contains 
large stickers of the main characters, 
developmental tasks for each illustration.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/kazky-z-nalipkamy/bilosnizhka
https://pegas.ua/series/kazky-z-nalipkamy/bilosnizhka


EDUCATION

On the farm 
(kid’s book with moving eyes)
Liubov Iakovenko

The bright book for children with moving 
eyes in the main characters will be the 
child’s favorite book. The books in this 
series have different themes, which are 
very informative, and the cheerful eyes of 
cars and animals will delight young readers. 
For children from 2 years.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhky-z-ochenjatamy/na-fermi-knyzhky-z-ocheniatamy


EDUCATION

Teremok  
(kid’s book with moving eyes)
Liubov Iakovenko

The bright book for children with moving 
eyes in the main characters will be the 
child’s favorite book. The books in this 
series have different themes, which are 
very informative, and the cheerful eyes of 
cars and animals will delight young readers. 
For children from 2 years.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhky-z-ochenjatamy/teremok-knyzhky-z-ocheniatamy


EDUCATION

In the forest 
(kid’s book with moving eyes)
Liubov Iakovenko

The bright book for children with moving 
eyes in the main characters will be the 
child’s favorite book. The books in this 
series have different themes, which are 
very informative, and the cheerful eyes of 
cars and animals will delight young readers. 
For children from 2 years.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhky-z-ochenjatamy/u-lisi-knyzhky-z-ocheniatamy


EDUCATION

Favorite animals  
(kid’s book with moving eyes)
Liubov Iakovenko

The bright book for children with moving 
eyes in the main characters will be the 
child’s favorite book. The books in this 
series have different themes, which are 
very informative, and the cheerful eyes of 
cars and animals will delight young readers. 
For children from 2 years.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhky-z-ochenjatamy/uliubleni-tvarynky-knyzhky-z-ocheniatamy


EDUCATION

Stickers for kids  
(squirrel and bunny) 
Valeria Demidova 

This educational book is for children from 
3 years old. Tasks for the development of 
logical and spatial thinking, attentiveness, 
memory, fine motor skills – all this “fits” 
into a bright 10 pages. The peculiarity 
and effectiveness of these tasks is that to 
perform them you need to actively “involve” 
55 reusable cardboard stickers. Crispboard 
is specially used for this purpose to make it 
easier for the child to work with stickers.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

http://pegas.ua/series/stickers-for-kids/nalipky-maliukam-bilka-ta-zaichyk
http://pegas.ua/series/stickers-for-kids/nalipky-maliukam-bilka-ta-zaichyk


EDUCATION

Stickers for kids  
(diver)
Eugenia Novospas’ka

This educational book is for children from 
3 years old. Tasks for the development of 
logical and spatial thinking, attentiveness, 
memory, fine motor skills – all this “fits” 
into a bright 10 pages. The peculiarity 
and effectiveness of these tasks is that to 
perform them you need to actively “involve” 
55 reusable cardboard stickers. Crispboard 
is specially used for this purpose to make it 
easier for the child to work with stickers.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/stickers-for-kids/nalipky-maliukam-vodolaz
https://pegas.ua/series/stickers-for-kids/nalipky-maliukam-vodolaz


EDUCATION

The First Knowledge  
of the Kid + English

This book will be a good friend for the baby, 
because it contains everything that surrounds 
the child, what interests him what the baby 
can do. The English words in the book are 
just the first, concrete, clear step towards 
mastering the English language. After all, 
where does the study of foreign language 
begin? From the very first words!
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/pershy-slovnyk-maljuka/pershi-znannia-maliuka-plius-anhliiska
https://pegas.ua/series/pershy-slovnyk-maljuka/pershi-znannia-maliuka-plius-anhliiska
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

The First Words of the Baby  
+ English

This book will be a good friend for the baby, 
because it contains everything that surrounds 
the child, what interests him what the baby 
can do. The English words in the book are 
just the first, concrete, clear step towards 
mastering the English language. After all, 
where does the study of foreign language 
begin? From the very first words!
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/pershy-slovnyk-maljuka/pershi-slova-maliuka-plius-anhliiska
https://pegas.ua/series/pershy-slovnyk-maljuka/pershi-slova-maliuka-plius-anhliiska
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

The First Words of the Baby. 
Animals + English

A big book with animals will be a good friend 
for the baby, because they have everything 
that surrounds the child, he is interested in 
what the baby can do. Topics of the book: 
pets, wild animals, pets, exotic animals, sea 
animals. “The first words. Animals + English 
”is just the first, concrete, clear step towards 
mastering English. After all, where does the 
study of foreign language begin? From the 
very first words!
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/pershy-slovnyk-maljuka/pershi-slova-maliuka-tvaryny-plius-anhliiska
https://pegas.ua/series/pershy-slovnyk-maljuka/pershi-slova-maliuka-tvaryny-plius-anhliiska
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Transport
Olena Yohiter

Fun poems and simple tasks will be 
interesting for your baby. From the book 
you will learn what is transport and what it is 
intended for. And all this in game form.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/pershi-znannja-maljuka/vykhovuiemo-osobystist-transport
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Numbers and Counting
Sofia Krymovs’ka

By studying this book, the child will 
consolidate their knowledge of geometric 
shapes, learn to navigate in space and 
on a sheet of paper, count to ten in 
direct and reverse order, determine the 
number of objects, recognize and write 
numbers correctly. The little student will get 
acquainted with the composition of numbers, 
mathematical signs and will be able to solve 
not only examples and inequalities, but also 
simple problems. For children from 3 years.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/pershi-znannja-maljuka/tsyfry-ta-lichba
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Favorite Fairy Tales
Based on the tales of the Brothers Grimm, Charles Perrault 
and H. C. Andersen, folk tales

This book made of thick cardboard includes 
the following tales:
A wolf and seven kids
Mary and the bear
Three piglets
Mr. Kotsky
Spikelet
Teremok

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/pershi-znannja-maljuka/uliubleni-kazky
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Magic Tales
Based on the tales of the Brothers Grimm, Charles Perrault 
and H. C. Andersen, folk tales

This book made of thick cardboard includes 
the following tales:
Cat in Boots
Redhood
The king’s new outfit
Queen of bees
Cinderella
Bilyanochka and Zoryanochka
Fairy gift
Golden goose
Mrs. Blizzard
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/pershi-znannja-maljuka/charivni-kazky
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Tales for Kids
Based on the tales of the Brothers Grimm, Charles Perrault 
and H. C. Andersen, folk tales

This book made of thick cardboard includes 
the following tales:
Ripka (Turnip)
Kolobok (Gingerbread man)
Chicken speckled
Bunny hut
Three bears
Bremen musicians
Ugly duckling
Visiting the sun

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/pershi-znannja-maljuka/kazky-maliukam-u-podarunok
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Funny Counting.  
Book with sound tablet
Sofia Krymovs’ka, Olena Yohiter,  
Natalia Tomashevs’ka 

Music book with sound tablet: poems, 
songs, riddles, more than 100 games 
and tasks. In addition, developing unique 
recipes “Learn numbers” as a gift!
A chatty book with a “Fun Number” tablet will 
help your child learn to write numbers; get 
acquainted with the notes; draw shapes. This 
is the active development of attention, memory, 
language, thinking, imagination, fantasy, 
knowledge of the world.
The pages of the book are laminated, so 
everything written with a water felt-tip pen is 
easily wiped with a napkin, so you can write ... 
as much as you want!
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/speaking-book-tablet/vesela-lichba
https://pegas.ua/series/speaking-book-tablet/vesela-lichba


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Funny Farm.  
Book with sound tablet
Olha Bratchuk

Music book with sound tablet: poems, 
songs, riddles, more than 100 
games and tasks. This is the active 
development of attention, memory, 
language, thinking, imagination, fantasy, 
knowledge of the world. The pages of 
the book are laminated, so everything 
written with a water felt-tip pen is easily 
wiped with a napkin, so you can write ... 
as many as you want!

https://pegas.ua/series/speaking-book-tablet/speaking-book-tablet-fun-farm
https://pegas.ua/series/speaking-book-tablet/speaking-book-tablet-fun-farm


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Funny Cars.  
Book with sound tablet
Liubov Iakovenko 

Music book with sound tablet: poems, 
songs, riddles, more than 100 
games and tasks. This is the active 
development of attention, memory, 
language, thinking, imagination, fantasy, 
knowledge of the world. The pages of 
the book are laminated, so everything 
written with a water felt-tip pen is easily 
wiped with a napkin, so you can write ... 
as much as you want!

https://pegas.ua/series/speaking-book-tablet/veseli-mashynky
https://pegas.ua/series/speaking-book-tablet/veseli-mashynky


EDUCATION

Thumbelina  
(Tales with stickers)
Valeria Demidova – assignment author

Stickers for baby upgrowth are one of 
the cool, useful, interesting hobbies that 
develop attention, outlook, imagination and 
logical thinking skills. The book contains 
large stickers of the main characters, 
developmental tasks for each illustration.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/kazky-z-nalipkamy/diuimovochka
https://pegas.ua/series/kazky-z-nalipkamy/diuimovochka


EDUCATION

Funny ALPHABET
“Music book with sound tablet: poems, 
songs, riddles, more than 100 games 
and tasks. In addition, developing unique 
recipes “Learn the letters” as a gift!
A chatty book with the “Funny Alphabet” 
tablet will help your child learn to write letters; 
learn the alphabet; distinguish sounds. This is 
the active development of attention, memory, 
language, thinking, imagination, fantasy, 
knowledge of the world.
The pages of the book are laminated, so 
everything written with a water felt-tip pen is 
easily wiped with a napkin, so you can write 
... as many as you want!”

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/speaking-book-tablet/vesela-abetka
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Big Book of Knowledge  
for Kids
Liubov Iakovenko, Olha Bratchuk,  
Natalia Tomashevs’ka, Victoria Shevchenko

“Big book of knowledge for kids” is designed 
for children over 3 years. The book will 
open the whole world for the child - a full-
fledged atlas of the world, depicted in the 
illustrations. The child will also be transported 
to the prehistoric era, when dinosaurs still 
existed, learn about animals from different 
continents, learn about modes of transport. 
The book also contains rules of conduct 
for kids and useful tips. Funny poems, 
tasks, bright illustrations will make reading 
unforgettable and interesting
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
224 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/velyka-entsyklopediia/big-book-of-knowledge-for-kids
https://pegas.ua/series/velyka-entsyklopediia/big-book-of-knowledge-for-kids
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Big Book of Rules for Babies
Natalia Latushko, Liubov Iakovenko, Marina Skidan

With the help of fun situations with 
children and animals, adults will be able to 
unobtrusively tell the child what is good and 
what is not, how to avoid danger and how 
to improve health, how to help loved ones 
and how to make friends with other kids. 
The child will love the little characters of the 
Book, and they will help her learn the rules of 
conduct.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
224 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/velyka-entsyklopediia/big-book-of-rules-for-kids
https://pegas.ua 


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
12 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Funny Farm.  
Puzzles book
Volodymyr Verkhoven’, Natalia Tomashevs’ka

A wonderful puzzle book with bright pictures, 
which contains 6 puzzles, will captivate a little 
genius for a long time. Funny poems and 
tasks will entertain your child, and puzzles 
made of thick cardboard will help develop 
motor skills, memory and attention.

https://pegas.ua/series/puzzles-book/puzzle-funny-farm
https://pegas.ua/series/puzzles-book/puzzle-funny-farm


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
12 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Steam Locomotives and 
Trains. Puzzles book
Volodymyr Hranovs’ky

A wonderful puzzle book with bright pictures, 
which contains 6 puzzles, will captivate a little 
genius for a long time. Funny poems and 
tasks will entertain your child, and puzzles 
made of thick cardboard will help develop 
motor skills, memory and attention.

https://pegas.ua/series/puzzles-book/parotiahy-ta-potiahy
https://pegas.ua/series/puzzles-book/parotiahy-ta-potiahy


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian 2021
12 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Cars. Puzzles book
Natalia Tomashevs’ka, Tamara Marshalova

A wonderful puzzle book with bright pictures, 
which contains 6 puzzles, will captivate a little 
genius for a long time. Funny poems and 
tasks will entertain your child, and puzzles 
made of thick cardboard will help develop 
motor skills, memory and attention.

https://pegas.ua/series/puzzles-book/puzzle-cars


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
12 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Favorite Animals.  
Puzzles book
Natalia Matiukh, Natalia Tomashevs’ka,  
Iulia Turchina, Uliana Zinchyk

A wonderful puzzle book with bright pictures, 
which contains 6 puzzles, will captivate a little 
genius for a long time. Funny poems and 
tasks will entertain your child, and puzzles 
made of thick cardboard will help develop 
motor skills, memory and attention.

https://pegas.ua/series/puzzles-book/puzzle-favorite-animals
https://pegas.ua/series/puzzles-book/puzzle-favorite-animals


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

My First ATLAS.  
My first book
Viktoria Shevchenko

“My first atlas” on 16 cardboard pages reveals 
to the child’s imagination all the diversity and 
beauty of different cultures and nature: Europe 
and Asia; Africa; North and South America; 
Australia and Oceania. The book acquaints 
with the characteristics of each country very 
clearly, in bright pictures, in detail.

https://pegas.ua/series/my-first-book/mpk-my-first-atlas
https://pegas.ua/series/my-first-book/mpk-my-first-atlas


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Cheerful Farm.  
My First Wimmelbuch

The book of the Wimmelbuch series, filled 
with bright colorful pictures, is sure to attract 
the attention of the baby. In addition to new 
knowledge about animals, he will be able 
to learn colors, develop perseverance and 
attention.

https://pegas.ua/series/my-first-wimmelbook/my-first-wimmelbuch-fun-farm
https://pegas.ua/series/my-first-wimmelbook/my-first-wimmelbuch-fun-farm


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

My First Book

My first book is a great guide for parents 
looking to develop their baby from an early 
age. Each page can be used as a separate 
lesson or even divided into several lessons, 
so as not to overload the child. The topics of 
our collection - the most relevant: transport; 
English; comparison of words; animals; time; 
seasons and others.

https://pegas.ua/series/my-first-book/mpk-green


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

My First Book

My first book is a great guide for parents 
looking to develop their baby from an early 
age. Each page can be used as a separate 
lesson or even divided into several lessons, 
so as not to overload the child. The topics 
of our collection are the most relevant: color 
alphabet; fun number; fruits and vegetables; 
domestic and wild animals; colors and shapes; 
toys; professions; season.

https://pegas.ua/series/my-first-book/mpk-red


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Funny Animals (Exotic).  
Book with sound tablet
Olha Bratchuk

Music book with sound tablet: poems, 
songs, riddles, more than 100 
games and tasks. This is the active 
development of attention, memory, 
language, thinking, imagination, fantasy, 
knowledge of the world. The pages of 
the book are laminated, so everything 
written with a water felt-tip pen is easily 
wiped with a napkin, so you can write ... 
as much as you want!

https://pegas.ua/series/speaking-book-tablet/speaking-book-tablet-exotic
https://pegas.ua/series/speaking-book-tablet/speaking-book-tablet-exotic


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Princesses.  
Book with sound tablet
Olena Yohiter 

Music book with sound tablet: poems, 
songs, riddles, more than 100 
games and tasks. This is the active 
development of attention, memory, 
language, thinking, imagination, fantasy, 
knowledge of the world. The pages of 
the book are laminated, so everything 
written with a water felt-tip pen is easily 
wiped with a napkin, so you can write ... 
as much as you want!

https://pegas.ua/series/speaking-book-tablet/pryntsesy
https://pegas.ua/series/speaking-book-tablet/pryntsesy


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Favorite Animals (Forest).  
Book with sound tablet
Olha Bratchuk

Music book with sound tablet: poems, 
songs, riddles, more than 100 games 
and tasks. This is the active development 
of attention, memory, language, thinking, 
imagination, fantasy, knowledge of 
the world. The pages of the book are 
laminated, so everything written  
with a water felt-tip pen is easily wiped 
with a napkin, so you can write ... as 
much as you want!

https://pegas.ua/series/speaking-book-tablet/balakucha-knyga-uljubleni-tvaryny
https://pegas.ua/series/speaking-book-tablet/balakucha-knyga-uljubleni-tvaryny


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
256 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

For Chomusyks (curious 
children) About Everything  
in the World
Iulia Kulikova, Iulia Danchuk

A universal encyclopedia comparable to the 
great Ship of Knowledge, which sets out 
to explore the islands of science. Traveling 
with the book, you will learn: about the 
known and little known; simple and complex 
(about the universe, stars and planets, about 
treasures in the bowels of the Earth); about 
the wonderful world of animals and plants; 
various inventions, amazing discoveries and 
the people who made them and much more. 
For children 6 - 12 years.

https://pegas.ua/series/podarunkova-entsyklopediya/chomusykam-pro-vse-na-sviti
https://pegas.ua/series/podarunkova-entsyklopediya/chomusykam-pro-vse-na-sviti
https://pegas.ua/series/podarunkova-entsyklopediya/chomusykam-pro-vse-na-sviti


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
24 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

English. Preparing Your 
Hand for Writing
Natalia Tomashevs’ka

Tasks for the development of hand motility. 
By working on this manual, the child will 
strengthen the muscles of the hands, learn to 
write printed English letters, develop memory, 
attention, thinking and avoid difficulties 
with mastering writing at school. And a little 
student will plunge into a bright fairy-tale 
world, depicted by the skillful hand of a 
wonderful illustrator.

https://pegas.ua/series/write-and-wipe/english-write-and-wipe
https://pegas.ua/series/write-and-wipe/english-write-and-wipe


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
24 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Counting. Preparing Your 
Hand for Writing
Olha Bratchuk

Tasks for the development of hand motility. 
By working on this manual, the child will 
strengthen the muscles of the hands, learn 
to write the elements of numbers, develop 
memory, attention, thinking and avoid the 
difficulties of mastering writing at school. And 
a little student will plunge into a bright fairy-
tale world, depicted by the skillful hand of a 
wonderful illustrator.

https://pegas.ua/series/write-and-wipe/write-and-wipe-account
https://pegas.ua/series/write-and-wipe/write-and-wipe-account


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
12 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Funny Counting.  
Puzzles book
Olha Konobevs’ka, Natalia Tomashevs’ka 

A wonderful puzzle book with bright pictures, 
which contains 6 puzzles, will captivate a little 
genius for a long time. Funny poems and 
tasks will entertain your child, and puzzles 
made of thick cardboard will help develop 
motor skills, memory and attention.

https://pegas.ua/series/puzzles-book/puzzle-funny-counting
https://pegas.ua/series/puzzles-book/puzzle-funny-counting


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

CARS
Hanna Tetelman

The bright color encyclopedia in questions 
and answers will perfectly cope with the role 
of a very competent, informed and quick 
assistant in the study of machines. Very 
competent, because its pages are verified, 
relevant, interesting information, useful for 
young children and interesting for students. 
Each answer question is illustrated with high 
quality photos and drawings.

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/encyclopedia-of-questions-and-answers/avtomobili


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

SPACE
Natalia Bershova

Astronomy is not a boring doctrine of space, 
but an interesting science of the sky and its 
mysteries. Space can be explored easily, 
with pleasure, enjoying the colorful illustrative 
material. The encyclopedia in questions 
and answers “Space” will tell about stars, 
planets, galaxies, comets, asteroids – about 
what curious children are interested in. 
The author of the book, Natalia Bershova, 
has been working as a lecturer at the Iury 
Haharin Kharkiv Planetarium, for 50 years. 
With the help of the encyclopedia, she will 
reveal to readers the real cosmic secrets and 
“curiosities”.

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/encyclopedia-of-questions-and-answers/kosmos


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

MOTHERS and KIDS (Bear)
Nelia Maliovana

What games do fox cubs play? Do monkeys 
have grandmothers? What diapers do 
hedgehogs have? Who raises rhea ostriches? 
Why do scarabs have a tasty house? Is there 
fish milk? The book “Moms and Kids” will 
answer these and other questions, as well as 
tell readers about animal families, love, care 
and education in the world of wildlife. The 
encyclopedia will be interesting and useful for 
both children and their loving parents.

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/encyclopedia-of-questions-and-answers/mamy-ta-maliuky-vedmid


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

MOTHERS and KIDS (Tiger)
Nelia Maliovana

What games do fox cubs play? Do monkeys 
have grandmothers? What diapers do 
hedgehogs have? Who raises rhea ostriches? 
Why do scarabs have a tasty house? Is there 
fish milk? The book “Moms and Kids” will 
answer these and other questions, as well as 
tell readers about animal families, love, care 
and education in the world of wildlife. The 
encyclopedia will be interesting and useful for 
both children and their loving parents.

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/encyclopedia-of-questions-and-answers/mamy-ta-maliuky-tyhr


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

DOMESTIC ANIMALS AND 
THEIR WILD RELATIVES
Vasyl’ Klimov, Hanna Tetelman

Horses, cows, donkeys, chickens, rabbits, 
goats, sheep and other well-known pets – 
they were all once wild. They ran freely in the 
woods, steppes and savannas. But the Man 
found them, tamed them and somehow “tied” 
them to his house. So the animals stopped 
being wild and became domestic. How did this 
happen? Are the wild ancestors of domestic 
animals alive? Who is a relative of our fauna? 
You will read about all this in the encyclopedia.

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/encyclopedia-of-questions-and-answers/sviiski-tvaryny-ta-yikhni-dyki-rodychi
https://pegas.ua/series/encyclopedia-of-questions-and-answers/sviiski-tvaryny-ta-yikhni-dyki-rodychi


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

TRANSPORT
Hanna Tetelman

The bright encyclopedia in questions and 
answers will perfectly cope with a role of very 
competent, informed and fast assistant in 
studying of cars. Very competent, because 
its pages are verified, relevant, interesting 
information, useful for young children and 
interesting for students. Each answer question 
is illustrated with high quality photos and 
drawings.

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/encyclopedia-of-questions-and-answers/transport-istoriia-vynakhodiv


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

FOR CURIOUS CHILDREN 
(Book 2)
Hanna Tetelman

Sometimes, it seems to us that children ask 
silly questions, because for us adults, the 
answers are obvious. However, not for the 
little ones! This book is just for this case. 
She will tell what’s what. Space, the origin of 
the world, the features of the human body, 
the climate – all this and much more kids 
learn in accessible language.

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/encyclopedia-of-questions-and-answers/chomusyky
https://pegas.ua/series/encyclopedia-of-questions-and-answers/chomusyky


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

FOR CURIOUS CHILDREN 
(Book 1)
Hanna Tetelman, Volodymyr Verkhoven’

The world is filled with new discoveries every 
day, and the inquisitive mind is relentlessly 
striving to gain more and more knowledge. 
Our encyclopedia will appeal to all those who 
are interested in the mysteries of space, the 
causes of the extinction of dinosaurs, the 
history of primitive man, the rise and fall of 
civilizations of the ancient world, animal life 
and much more.

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/encyclopedia-of-questions-and-answers/chomusyky-dynozavry-kosmos-transport
https://pegas.ua/series/encyclopedia-of-questions-and-answers/chomusyky-dynozavry-kosmos-transport


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Coloring Pages + Stickers. 
Cheerful Kids

Painting the world in our book will make 
it easier for a child to learn to say his first 
words confidently. And not only in his native 
language, but also in English. And with your 
favorite treats, toys and fun inhabitants 
of the thickets and meadows, fairy-tale 
characters, it is interesting and fun to perform 
developmental tasks for attentiveness and 
intelligence. More than 100 colorful stickers 
will help turn lessons into a fun game.

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/coloring-and-tasks-funny-kids
https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/coloring-and-tasks-funny-kids


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Coloring Pages + Stickers.  
Autos

Painting the world in our book will make 
it easier for a child to learn to say his first 
words confidently. And not only in his native 
language, but also in English. And with your 
favorite treats, toys and fun inhabitants 
of the thickets and meadows, fairy-tale 
characters, it is interesting and fun to perform 
developmental tasks for attentiveness and 
intelligence. More than 100 colorful stickers 
will help turn lessons into a fun game.

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/coloring-and-tasks-toy-cars
https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/coloring-and-tasks-toy-cars


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

My First Book. Counting
Liubov Iakovenko

“My first book. Counting” is a colorful 
publication that will help preschoolers learn 
numbers from 1 to 10, ordinal and inverse 
numbers, as well as comparison, addition 
and subtraction.
The kid will learn all this by listening to 
and memorizing funny poems and looking 
at bright illustrations. It is interesting and 
exciting to study with a book. And the 
educational process will bring a lot of 
positive emotions not only to the curious 
preschooler, but also to his parents.

https://pegas.ua/series/my-first-book/mpk-counting


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

My First Book. About Cars

What kind of cars man did not invent! Small, 
compact (for two passengers) and huge SUVs, 
ordinary cars and racing models designed 
specifically for rallies, sports cars and elite, 
which are very expensive, and sometimes 
even available in a single copy! And there 
are car helpers who help build roads and 
houses, transport various goods and other 
cars. My first book about cars will tell and 
show everything: bright photos; car brands 
and manufacturers; speed and power of each 
model; informative comments to each section.

https://pegas.ua/series/my-first-book/mpk-cars


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

My First Book.  
About Wild Animals

This is a bright children’s publication about 
the wild inhabitants of the animal world. What 
hedgehogs eat, why bears are called clubfoot, 
who is the snow leopard, why white squirrels 
have a fluffy tail - all this little readers will 
learn in the pages of our book. Thanks to the 
large convenient format, beautiful design and 
accessibility of the description “My first book. 
About wild animals “will appeal not only to 
schoolchildren, but also to children who have 
recently begun to explore the world.

https://pegas.ua/series/my-first-book/mpk-wild-anymals
https://pegas.ua/series/my-first-book/mpk-wild-anymals


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

My First Book.  
About Dinosaurs

In a book about dinosaurs, the child learns: 
what their different species looked like; 
interesting facts from their lives; which lizards 
lived on land, swam in the oceans and flew 
in the sky; the extinct reptile is considered 
the largest. And so that the child can 
imagine their size, next to each animal for 
comparison, a person is drawn.

https://pegas.ua/series/my-first-book/moia-persha-knyha-pro-dynozavriv
https://pegas.ua/series/my-first-book/moia-persha-knyha-pro-dynozavriv


EDUCATION

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
16 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

My First Book.  
About Transport

With the help of the book, the child will 
open the door to the wonderful world of 
cars, invented by man to make life easier 
for himself. From this book with vivid 
illustrations the child learns about public 
transport; giant machines and construction 
assistants; special equipment; trains; types of 
motorcycles; air and water technology.

https://pegas.ua/series/my-first-book/mpk-transport
https://pegas.ua/series/my-first-book/mpk-transport


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

TESTS 2+

The book with test tasks will promote 
harmonious intellectual and physical 
development of children from 2 years. 
The kid will like to stick stickers on the 
pages, of which there are 100 in the 
book.

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/tests-2plus-85-stickers


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

TESTS 3+

The book with test tasks will promote 
harmonious intellectual and physical 
development of children from 2 years. 
The kid will like to stick stickers on the 
pages, of which there are 100 in the 
book.

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/tests-3plus-100-stickers


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

TESTS 4+

The book with test tasks will promote 
harmonious intellectual and physical 
development of children from 2 years. 
The kid will like to stick stickers on the 
pages, of which there are 100 in the 
book.

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/tests-4plus-163-stickers


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

TESTS 5+

The book with test tasks will promote 
harmonious intellectual and physical 
development of children from 2 years. 
The kid will like to stick stickers on the 
pages, of which there are 100 in the 
book.

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/tests-5plus-168-stickers


EDUCATION

Tests and Prescriptions 2+

The pages of the publication “Tests and 
Prescriptions” contain a huge number of 
developmental tasks in which you need to 
find, compare, count, circle, cross out, paint 
certain items. Completion of tasks promotes 
the development of the child’s speech, 
attention, memory and logic. And coloring, 
drawing and sticking stickers develops a 
child’s imagination, accuracy, fine motor 
skills and trains writing skills. A series of 
books “Tests and Prescriptions” is suitable for 
classes at home and in kindergarten.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/stickers-test-and-recipes-2
https://pegas.ua


EDUCATION

Tests and Prescriptions 3+

The pages of the publication “Tests and 
Prescriptions” contain a huge number of 
developmental tasks in which you need to 
find, compare, count, circle, cross out, paint 
certain items. Completion of tasks promotes 
the development of the child’s speech, 
attention, memory and logic. And coloring, 
drawing and sticking stickers develops a 
child’s imagination, accuracy, fine motor 
skills and trains writing skills. A series of 
books “Tests and Prescriptions” is suitable for 
classes at home and in kindergarten.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/stickers-test-and-recipes-3
https://pegas.ua


EDUCATION

Tests and Prescriptions 4+

The pages of the publication “Tests and 
Prescriptions” contain a huge number of 
developmental tasks in which you need to 
find, compare, count, circle, cross out, paint 
certain items. Completion of tasks promotes 
the development of the child’s speech, 
attention, memory and logic. And coloring, 
drawing and sticking stickers develops a 
child’s imagination, accuracy, fine motor 
skills and trains writing skills. A series of 
books “Tests and Prescriptions” is suitable for 
classes at home and in kindergarten.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/stickers-test-and-recipes-4plus
https://pegas.ua


EDUCATION

Tests and Prescriptions 5+

The pages of the publication “Tests and 
Prescriptions” contain a huge number of 
developmental tasks in which you need to 
find, compare, count, circle, cross out, paint 
certain items. Completion of tasks promotes 
the development of the child’s speech, 
attention, memory and logic. And coloring, 
drawing and sticking stickers develops a 
child’s imagination, accuracy, fine motor 
skills and trains writing skills. A series of 
books “Tests and Prescriptions” is suitable for 
classes at home and in kindergarten.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/stickers-test-and-recipes-5plus
https://pegas.ua


EDUCATION

The First Water Coloring 
for Babies

This coloring book is for those who are less 
than 3 years old. With the help of a brush 
and clean water, the child will be able to 
create brightly colored pictures.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua


EDUCATION

The First Water Coloring 
for Kids

This coloring book is for those who are less 
than 3 years old. With the help of a brush 
and clean water, the child will be able to 
create brightly colored pictures.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Coloring Pages + Stickers.  
The First Words

Painting the world in our book will make 
it easier for a child to learn to say his first 
words confidently. And not only in his native 
language, but also in English. And with your 
favorite treats, toys and fun inhabitants 
of the thickets and meadows, fairy-tale 
characters, it is interesting and fun to perform 
developmental tasks for attentiveness and 
intelligence. More than 100 colorful stickers 
will help turn lessons into a fun game.

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/coloring-and-tasks-first-words
https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/coloring-and-tasks-first-words


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Coloring Pages + Stickers.  
Princesses

Painting the world in our book will make 
it easier for a child to learn to say his first 
words confidently. And not only in his native 
language, but also in English. And with your 
favorite treats, toys and fun inhabitants 
of the thickets and meadows, fairy-tale 
characters, it is interesting and fun to perform 
developmental tasks for attentiveness and 
intelligence. More than 100 colorful stickers 
will help turn lessons into a fun game.

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/coloring-and-tasks-princesses
https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/coloring-and-tasks-princesses


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Coloring Pages + Stickers.  
Cars

Painting the world in our book will make 
it easier for a child to learn to say his first 
words confidently. And not only in his native 
language, but also in English. And with your 
favorite treats, toys and fun inhabitants 
of the thickets and meadows, fairy-tale 
characters, it is interesting and fun to perform 
developmental tasks for attentiveness and 
intelligence. More than 100 colorful stickers 
will help turn lessons into a fun game.

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/coloring-and-tasks-coool-cars
https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/coloring-and-tasks-coool-cars


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Coloring Pages + Stickers.  
Favorite Animals

Painting the world in our book will make 
it easier for a child to learn to say his first 
words confidently. And not only in his native 
language, but also in English. And with your 
favorite treats, toys and fun inhabitants 
of the thickets and meadows, fairy-tale 
characters, it is interesting and fun to perform 
developmental tasks for attentiveness and 
intelligence. More than 100 colorful stickers 
will help turn lessons into a fun game.

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/coloring-and-tasks-love-creatures
https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/coloring-and-tasks-love-creatures


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Coloring Pages + Stickers.  
Fairies and Elves

Painting the world in our book will make 
it easier for a child to learn to say his first 
words confidently. And not only in his native 
language, but also in English. And with your 
favorite treats, toys and fun inhabitants 
of the thickets and meadows, fairy-tale 
characters, it is interesting and fun to perform 
developmental tasks for attentiveness and 
intelligence. More than 100 colorful stickers 
will help turn lessons into a fun game.

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/coloring-and-tasks-fairies-and-elves
https://pegas.ua/series/tests-and-coloring-with-stickers/coloring-and-tasks-fairies-and-elves


Counting for Toddlers.  
The World in Pictures

This is a series of textbooks for children, with 
fun pictures! The book will help your child 
easily learn the first words in English. Under 
the colorful picture is the name of the object 
or animal in Ukrainian, English, transcription 
and correct pronunciation. Learning will be 
easy and fun!
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
20 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/world-in-pictures-score-for-babies
https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/world-in-pictures-score-for-babies
https://pegas.ua


Moms, Dads, Kids.  
The World in Pictures

This is a series of textbooks for children, with 
fun pictures! The book will help your child 
easily learn the first words in English. Under 
the colorful picture is the name of the object 
or animal in Ukrainian, English, transcription 
and correct pronunciation. Learning will be 
easy and fun!
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
20 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/world-in-pictures-moms-dads-kids
https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/world-in-pictures-moms-dads-kids
https://pegas.ua


Cars.  
The World in Pictures

This is a series of textbooks for children, with 
fun pictures! The book will help your child 
easily learn the first words in English. Under 
the colorful picture is the name of the object 
or animal in Ukrainian, English, transcription 
and correct pronunciation. Learning will be 
easy and fun!
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
20 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/world-in-pictures-cars
https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/world-in-pictures-cars
https://pegas.ua


Vegetables, Fruits 
and Berries. 
The World in Pictures

This is a series of textbooks for children, with 
fun pictures! The book will help your child 
easily learn the first words in English. Under 
the colorful picture is the name of the object 
or animal in Ukrainian, English, transcription 
and correct pronunciation. Learning will be 
easy and fun!
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
20 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/vegetables-fruits-and-berries
https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/vegetables-fruits-and-berries
https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/vegetables-fruits-and-berries
https://pegas.ua


Transport.  
The World in Pictures

This is a series of textbooks for children, with 
fun pictures! The book will help your child 
easily learn the first words in English. Under 
the colorful picture is the name of the object 
or animal in Ukrainian, English, transcription 
and correct pronunciation. Learning will be 
easy and fun!

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
20 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/world-in-pictures-transport
https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/world-in-pictures-transport
https://pegas.ua


Favorite Animals.  
The World in Pictures

This is a series of textbooks for children, with 
fun pictures! The book will help your child 
easily learn the first words in English. Under 
the colorful picture is the name of the object 
or animal in Ukrainian, English, transcription 
and correct pronunciation. Learning will be 
easy and fun!

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
20 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/world-in-pictures-favorite-animals
https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/world-in-pictures-favorite-animals
https://pegas.ua


Forms and Shapes.  
The World in Pictures

This is a series of textbooks for children, with 
fun pictures! The book will help your child 
easily learn the first words in English. Under 
the colorful picture is the name of the object 
or animal in Ukrainian, English, transcription 
and correct pronunciation. Learning will be 
easy and fun!

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
20 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/world-in-picture-form-and-figure
https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/world-in-picture-form-and-figure
https://pegas.ua


EDUCATION

Great Water Coloring for Girls

This coloring book is for those who are less 
than 3 years old. With the help of a brush 
and clean water, the child will be able to 
create brightly colored pictures.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian
2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/ru/series/maljui-vodoju/velyka-vodna-rozmalovka-dlia-divchatok
https://pegas.ua


EDUCATION

Great Water Coloring for Kids

This coloring book is for those who are less 
than 3 years old. With the help of a brush 
and clean water, the child will be able to 
create brightly colored pictures.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian
2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/maljui-vodoju/velyka-vodna-rozmalovka-dlia-maliukiv
https://pegas.ua


EDUCATION

Great Water Coloring 
for Boys

This coloring book is for those who are less 
than 3 years old. With the help of a brush 
and clean water, the child will be able to 
create brightly colored pictures.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua


EDUCATION

Great Water Coloring. 
Animals

This coloring book is for those who are less 
than 3 years old. With the help of a brush 
and clean water, the child will be able to 
create brightly colored pictures.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
32 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/maljui-vodoju/velyka-vodna-rozmalovka-tvaryny
https://pegas.ua/series/maljui-vodoju/velyka-vodna-rozmalovka-tvaryny
https://pegas.ua


Encyclopedia of Animals
Oleksandra Tsekhans’ka, Dmytro Strelkov,  
Olha Shapovalova

This is an illustrated gift edition about the 
amazing and diverse living world of the 
planet Earth. Our book will tell about the most 
interesting animals — from the most famous to 
the most amazing and little studied.
In the encyclopedia, the reader will get 
acquainted with the inhabitants of the most 
remote corners of the Earth: North and South 
Poles, African savannas and deserts, South 
American pampas and humid tropical forests, 
mountain gorges and steep cliffs.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/smarty/vseznayka-creatures
https://pegas.ua


Cheerful Farm.  
The World in Pictures

This is a series of textbooks for children, with 
fun pictures! The book will help your child 
easily learn the first words in English. Under 
the colorful picture is the name of the object 
or animal in Ukrainian, English, transcription 
and correct pronunciation. Learning will be 
easy and fun!
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
20 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/world-in-pictures-funny-farm
https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/world-in-pictures-funny-farm
https://pegas.ua


Colors in Pictures.  
The World in Pictures

This is a series of textbooks for children, with 
fun pictures! The book will help your child 
easily learn the first words in English. Under 
the colorful picture is the name of the object 
or animal in Ukrainian, English, transcription 
and correct pronunciation. Learning will be 
easy and fun!
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
20 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/colors-in-pictures
https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/colors-in-pictures
https://pegas.ua


Forest Animals.  
The World in Pictures

This is a series of textbooks for children, with 
fun pictures! The book will help your child 
easily learn the first words in English. Under 
the colorful picture is the name of the object 
or animal in Ukrainian, English, transcription 
and correct pronunciation. Learning will be 
easy and fun!
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
20 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/world-in-pictures-forest-animals
https://pegas.ua/series/world-in-pictures/world-in-pictures-forest-animals
https://pegas.ua


Collection of Coloring Pages 
for Girls

A collection of coloring pages for those who 
like to paint. In a series of pictures on different 
topics, so everyone will find something 
interesting. Cars, fairy-tale characters, animals, 
girls and more — for every taste for girls and 
boys from 4 years.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/ru/series/zbirka-rozmaliovok/velyka-rozmalovka-dlia-divchatok
https://pegas.ua/ru/series/zbirka-rozmaliovok/velyka-rozmalovka-dlia-divchatok
https://pegas.ua


Collection of Coloring Pages 
for Little Ones

A collection of coloring pages for those who 
like to paint. In a series of pictures on different 
topics, so everyone will find something 
interesting. Cars, fairy-tale characters, animals, 
girls and more — for every taste for girls and 
boys from 4 years.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/ru/series/zbirka-rozmaliovok/velyka-rozmalovka-dlia-naimenshykh
https://pegas.ua/ru/series/zbirka-rozmaliovok/velyka-rozmalovka-dlia-naimenshykh
https://pegas.ua


Collection of Coloring Pages. 
Tales

Take pencils, paints or felt-tip pens and add 
color to your favorite fairy tales. Wolf and seven 
kids, Emelya and pike, Ripka and everyone 
who tries to pull her out are waiting for you. 
And other tales on the pages of fun coloring.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua


Collection of Coloring Pages. 
Transport

A collection of coloring pages for those who 
like to paint. In a series of pictures on different 
topics, so everyone will find something 
interesting. Cars, fairy-tale characters, animals, 
girls and more - for every taste for girls and 
boys from 4 years.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/zbirka-rozmaliovok/velyka-rozmalovka-transport
https://pegas.ua/series/zbirka-rozmaliovok/velyka-rozmalovka-transport
https://pegas.ua


Read And Color.  
A Collection of Fairy Tales 1
Folk tales

Famous fairy tale in large print and coloring 
at the same time. Multicolored contours 
serve as hints for coloring. The book can 
be read to children by adults. And also on it 
it is convenient to improve the technique of 
independent reading to senior preschoolers.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/zbirka-rozmaliovok/prochytai-i-rozfarbui-zbirku-kazok
https://pegas.ua/series/zbirka-rozmaliovok/prochytai-i-rozfarbui-zbirku-kazok
https://pegas.ua


Read And Color.  
A Collection of Fairy Tales 2
Based on the tales of the Brothers Grimm, Charles Perrault 
and H. C. Andersen, folk tales

Famous fairy tale in large print and coloring 
at the same time. Multicolored contours 
serve as hints for coloring. The book can 
be read to children by adults. And also on it 
it is convenient to improve the technique of 
independent reading to senior preschoolers.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/zbirka-rozmaliovok/prochytai-i-rozfarbui-zbirku-kazok-bilosnizhka
https://pegas.ua/series/zbirka-rozmaliovok/prochytai-i-rozfarbui-zbirku-kazok-bilosnizhka
https://pegas.ua


Mathematics
Eugenia Novospas’ka, Natalia Varchenko

This book is for caring adults and inquisitive 
preschoolers.
In it you will find many interesting tasks that 
will help to acquaint the child with the basics of 
mathematics.
The publication will tell you how to compose 
lessons so that new knowledge is presented 
consistently and in an accessible form.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/funny-start/matematyka-lohichni-zavdannia
https://pegas.ua


Tales for Kids.  
Rainbow Series
Folk tales, Charles Perrault, H. C. Andersen

Ideas embedded in such wonderful plots as 
“Redhood”, “Hare-braggart”, “Mr. Kotsky”, 
“Morozko”, “Ugly Duckling”, “Cat in Boots”, 
instill in the child a desire to read, from which 
he is born later a passion for books - and a 
surprisingly good addiction to it. The child will 
feel joy, admiration, anxiety and sadness for 
the heroes of favorite children’s fairy tales.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

FICTION

2021
64 pages
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/rainbow/kazky-maliukam
https://pegas.ua/series/rainbow/kazky-maliukam
https://pegas.ua


Tests for Children 2–3 Years. 
Cheerful Start Series

This book offers you tasks for the 
comprehensive development of your child. The 
book contains exercises for the development 
of attention, motility, imagination, teaches 
arithmetic and lays the foundations of logical 
thinking. By studying with the child according 
to the test book, parents can not only stimulate 
the early development of the child, give new 
knowledge, but also organize interesting and 
useful leisure.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/funny-start/funny-start-tests-2-3
https://pegas.ua/series/funny-start/funny-start-tests-2-3
https://pegas.ua


Tests for Children 3–4 Years. 
Cheerful Start Series

This book offers you tasks for the 
comprehensive development of your child. The 
book contains exercises for the development 
of attention, motility, imagination, teaches 
arithmetic and lays the foundations of logical 
thinking. By studying with the child according 
to the test book, parents can not only stimulate 
the early development of the child, give new 
knowledge, but also organize interesting and 
useful leisure.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/funny-start/funny-start-tests-3-4
https://pegas.ua/series/funny-start/funny-start-tests-3-4
https://pegas.ua


Tests for Children 4–5 Years. 
Cheerful Start Series

This book offers you tasks for the 
comprehensive development of your child. The 
book contains exercises for the development 
of attention, motility, imagination, teaches 
arithmetic and lays the foundations of logical 
thinking. By studying with the child according 
to the test book, parents can not only stimulate 
the early development of the child, give new 
knowledge, but also organize interesting and 
useful leisure.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/funny-start/funny-start-tests-4-5
https://pegas.ua/series/funny-start/funny-start-tests-4-5
https://pegas.ua


Tests for Children 5–6 Years. 
Cheerful Start Series

This book offers you tasks for the 
comprehensive development of your child. The 
book contains exercises for the development 
of attention, motility, imagination, teaches 
arithmetic and lays the foundations of logical 
thinking. By studying with the child according 
to the test book, parents can not only stimulate 
the early development of the child, give new 
knowledge, but also organize interesting and 
useful leisure.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
64 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/funny-start/funny-start-tests-5-6
https://pegas.ua/series/funny-start/funny-start-tests-5-6
https://pegas.ua


Princess (5 puzzles).  
Puzzle Books for Kids
Natalia Tomashevs’ka

The child will diligently put together puzzles 
with cute, cheerful princess sisters. All five 
puzzles of varying difficulty — from three to 
nine elements!

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

EDUCATION

2021
10 pages
EDUCATION /  
Non-Formal Education
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/puzzles-for-youngest/puzzle-who-is-it-princesses
https://pegas.ua/series/puzzles-for-youngest/puzzle-who-is-it-princesses
https://pegas.ua


Collection of Coloring Pages 
(Alphabets, ABC, Counting)
Natalia Tomashevs’ka, Valeria Demidova

This coloring book can be considered a 
small tutorial. The child will be able to learn 
letters and numbers, practice reading and 
learn to solve small examples. There are also 
prescriptions in the collection. Therefore, it is 
still a simulator for preschoolers to prepare him 
for school. And the child will be able to paint all 
the drawings as he wants.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling
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Collection of Coloring Pages 
for Kids

A collection of coloring pages for those who 
like to paint. In a series of pictures on different 
topics, so everyone will find something 
interesting. Cars, fairy-tale characters, animals, 
girls and more — for every taste for girls and 
boys from 4 years.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling
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KIDS WILL KNOW THE WORLD
Integrated course for school preparation. (Two parts)
by Lesia Voznyuk, Halyna Sapun

The proposed manuals contain integrated tasks aimed at creating a holistic 
perception of the world in children. Interconnected exercises in mathematics 
and logic, speech development, environmental protection, health 
preservation and the formation of civic consciousness erase interdisciplinary 
boundaries, combine knowledge and skills from several disciplines into 
one whole, stimulate cognitive activity as a guarantee of further successful 
schooling.

Recommended for use in classes at pre-school establishments, as well as 
for the work of parents with children.

English sample translation not available

Rights Sold to UAB Presvika, Lithuania
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Poet, author of over 200 books.

Halyna SAPUN
Primary school teacher  
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SWEET BABIES
Workbooks for children 4, 5, 6 years of life
by Lesia Voznyuk, Halyna Sapun

The proposed notebooks contain tasks aimed at mastering the children 
of the fourth, fifth and sixth years of life with logical reasoning, analysis, 
systematization, comparison, generalization, classification.

Recommended for use in classes at pre-school establishments, as well as 
for the work of parents with children.

English sample translation not available

Rights Sold to UAB Presvika, Lithuania
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MATHEMATICS FOR KIDS
Workbooks for children 4, 5, 6 years of life
by Natalia Hrebtova, Oksana Hnatkivska

The proposed manuals contain tasks aimed at mastering by the children 
of the fourth, fifth and sixth years of life elementary mathematical concepts 
(form, size, spatial signs, arithmetic), ability to think logically, analyse 
compare, generalize.

Recommended for use in classes at pre-school establishments, as well as 
for the work of parents with children.

English sample translation not available

Rights Sold to UAB Presvika, Lithuania
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THE MIRACLE IN THE LYCEUM LANE
Bilingual Ukrainian-English
by Dzvinka Torokhtushko

An incredible story about the friendship of humans and birds. And also about 
the Divine, what happened thanks to St. Nicholas.

By the way, do you know that St. Nicholas also lives in Kremenets? Yes Yes! 
At mount Zamkova, in a little house that nobody sees. And in Nicholas there 
is an angel who prepares the most delicious cinnamon coffee in the world 
every morning.

For children of preschool and junior school age and adults who believe in 
a miracle.

English sample translation not available

Copyrights have not been sold yet
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THE LADY BUG
Bilingual Ukrainian-English
by Dzvinka Torokhtushko

The new fairy tale of Dzvinka Torokhtushko is another story about goodness 
and light. It’s a story that teaches you not to be afraid, but to overcome even 
the obstacles that seem insurmountable.

Do not be afraid to be small. If you want, you can do everything. For it is not 
the strong man who is great and strong physically, but he who has a great 
strength of spirit and a good heart.

For children of preschool and junior school age.

English sample translation not available

Copyrights have not been sold yet
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 The language is wonderful 
by written by Olga Ulishchenko 
illustrated by Irina Potapenko 
 

The heroes of the book are imaginative. We come up with them to make the 
way through the book funnier and more entertaining for readers. Here they 
are Purr-cat and Scurry-mouse. They will explain the compex cases of some 
words usage, teach how not to make a mistake in each word, provide a fast 
assistance in avoiding mistakes in translation colloquial phrases from Russian 
and give some lessons how to win 'surzhyk' (a mix of Ukrainian and Russian 
languages used in certain regions of Ukraine). This edition will be handy for 
everyone who learns Ukraininian and tries to achieve the fluency both in 
speaking and writing. 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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Ukraine. Everything that makes us Ukrainians 
by Oksana Lavrik 

The arduous and crucial task fell to our generation – to rejuvenate our nation 
and the sovereignty of our country. Thus all Ukrainians strive and work for this 
noble goal: no one will do that instead. For a full understanding of our historical 
duty we ought to perceive ourselves as Ukrainians. So what makes us 
Ukrainians? First things first, respectful attitude to our history and past. Who 
controls the past controls the future. We are proud of the features such as 
national character, Ukrainian mentality, our customs and flowery language 
commonly compared to nightingale song that differ us among other nations. 
This book encourages readers across the world to remember that the 
definition of nation is not bounded to territorial belonging but mostly to cultural 
background which is a crux of our nation. This book places the great emphasis 
on the traditions and customs. The illustrations by a well-known artist Nadiya 
Starovoitova pass the particular coloring to this edition. Hopefully, this deluxe 
edition will become a perfect present and a centerpiece of your library? 

- 

About the Author 

Oksana Lavrik 

Oksana Lavrik is the author of some books about Ukraine  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
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